Perfect Test
Score
Demonstrate Your Knowledge

mindpersuasion.com

Instructions
Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any
situation where you can easily score a hundred percent on
any written, spoken or listening test.

Tips for Success
Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that
you are doing better and better academically. Write down
any positive comments made by others.
Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask
any questions:
mindpersuasion.net

Affirmations
I easily pass tests
I have a perfect memory while taking tests
I score 100 on every test
I easily recall information and facts
my mind is like a sponge
I naturally recall complicated information
my test taking skills are magical
I can easily pass any test
I quickly recall information while taking tests
I can pass any test with ease
I have a photographic memory
I have perfect recall
I remember everything I read
I remember everything I hear
I study with incredible efficiency
taking tests is easy and simple

I easily finish tests with ease
I answer all test questions with ease
I come up with brilliant answers to essay questions
My essays are brilliant
my essays are insightful
my teachers marvel at my skills
my teachers marvel at my genius
my teachers wish every student was as smart as me
my teachers wish every student was as easy to teach as
me
I remember everything
I recall anything at any time
my memory is powerful
my memory is deep
my memory is limitless
I love taking tests
I love demonstrating my knowledge
I love exercising my brain

I am incredibly intelligent
I am incredibly smart
MY I Q is off the charts
my intelligence is mind boggling
my creativity is mind boggling
my insights are mind boggling
You easily pass tests
You have a perfect memory while taking tests
You score 100 on every test
You easily recall information and facts
your mind is like a sponge
You naturally recall complicated information
your test taking skills are magical
You can easily pass any test
You quickly recall information while taking tests
You can pass any test with ease
You have a photographic memory

You have perfect recall
You remember everything You read
You remember everything You hear
You study with incredible efficiency
taking tests is easy and simple
You easily finish tests with ease
You answer all test questions with ease
You come up with brilliant answers to essay questions
Your essays are brilliant
your essays are insightful
your teachers marvel at your skills
your teachers marvel at your genius
your teachers wish every student was as smart as you
your teachers wish every student was as easy to teach as
you
You remember everything
You recall anything at any time

your memory is powerful
your memory is deep
your memory is limitless
You love taking tests
You love demonstrating your knowledge
You love exercising your brain
You are incredibly intelligent
You are incredibly smart
Your I Q is off the charts
your intelligence is mind boggling
your creativity is mind boggling
your insights are mind boggling

